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About This Game

Shardbound is a Tactical Collectible Card Game. As you play, you’ll collect hundreds of units and build armies to compete head-
to-head with other players in matches of cunning and skill. Use positioning, the terrain, and your units’ unique abilities to

achieve victory.

In the world of Shardbound, a great land rush has begun: the shards of an ancient, broken world are falling from the sky. You'll
establish a Noble House alone or with friends, then head Shardbound to complete objectives and secure riches and fame.

If you’re watching somebody streaming Shardbound on Twitch, their Shardfall will appear in your overworld, giving you access
to special Twitch objectives and content generated specifically for their viewers to complete.
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Title: Shardbound
Genre: Free to Play, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Spiritwalk Games
Publisher:
Spiritwalk Games
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD CPU, 2 Ghz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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This calming relaxing puzzle makes me angry.. nice release, love the Aston Martin V12 Zagato and 2013 SRT Viper GTS.
Takes about an hour to complete. Only regret is getting this great game for 90% off.. Although I have under an hour of play
time at the moment, I'd figure a review is needed. Christmas games are few and far between, finding a fun one is even tougher. I
do recommend this game for those searching for a little Christmas theme cheer to brighten their gaming time. It has it's various
gaming modes with bots, multiplayer, and FFA. There's only three maps, so I wished there were more. Fun seasonal game to add
to any collection.. Not really a game. It's an observable short film in VR.
It's a very charming story, and not very long either. It's perfect for those brand new to the VR experience.. There are no humans
in this game. Only random gunshots. You barely know who's chasing you or where they are; all you know is you die way too
quick. Puzzles without clues, clues with no relation to the puzzles, no margin for error. Reloading from autosaves are annoying
and time-consuming. Prepare to see the same cutscene again and again and again. Crates break way too easily - whoops, did you
need that to get out of this room? Well screw you, now you're stuck in this warehouse. Forever, most likely.

I don't even care if it's free to play. It's awful, and I can barely make out the 'good' in the story through the vile language (I
mean, I like my cussing, don't get me wrong, but this guy's a bit much) and the goofy, watery premise and the 'SUDDENLY
SUPERNATURAL' elements of the game. If you're going to tell a story, tell a story. If you're going to mess with my head, do
that within the confines of the story. No mob boss (I guess? That's who your enemy sounds like.) can magically conjure keys
and talk via radio, then is totally unable to find you when you're weakened, half passing out, and crawling on the ground. It's
either realistic or it's not, guys. Come on.. Worst game ever, dont even bother wasting you money.. Is this a good game? No.

Is this a good Metroidvania? Yes.

Here are my pros\/cons:

Pros
- Amazing music.
- Really strong MV elements. Great exploration. Plenty of ability-gated areas and backtracking in the large world map.
- Somewhat profound ending\/meaning to the game.
- Items to pick up don't disappear.

Cons
- Clunky movement and platforming. No directly diagonal jump (can only jump up then move in air, or move on ground then
jump), some platforms seem to extend longer than they appear, some things don't look like platforms and you'll unexpectedly
land on them.
- Clunky combat. Inconsistent hitboxes (see flying skulls and jellyfish. Basically same enemy, but hitboxes are wayyyy
different). The movement issues listed above affect combat (bad jumping to avoid damage, landing on wrong platforms, etc)
- On one occasion UI got in the way of a platform needing to be carefully jumped on.
- Major balance issues (some enemies seem too burdensome to deal with, damage from off-screen\/falling onto damage, some
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bosses are either extremely easy or frustratingly difficult, etc).

Overall, I'm glad I played the game. I'd suggest it for any MV fan. For the variety gamer? YMMV. Just be prepared for some
frustration, but not by design. Game is just really rough around the edges, but worth a play.
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I originally received a copy of the Periareion for being a Kickstarter donor and I believe that this updated version of the game is
quite an improvement.

The art and graphics are much tighter and the game play seems to be a lot smoother.

In my original copy of Periareion my crew members kept dying. So far with the new version I have been able to keep my
astronauts alive, but I have only been playing CASUAL. Have to wait and see once I get into the high levels.

Nice job TBA team.

This game is also a great tie-in to National Geographic's Mars series as well as the movie, The Martian.. Dead Exit is a tactical
card game, with zombies.

It can be played single player or multiplayer (online and local).
However you are playing, the basics remain the same. You must defend your base from zombies, trying to stockpile enough
resources to escape before you are overrun. You get 3 actions per turn, which may seem like plenty but will soon run out. You
can play survivor and vehicle cards inside or outside your base, or even sacrifice them for different results. These cards remain
in play (unless killed \/ stolen \/ etc) so can be used again and again. For example, you've played a survivor to kill an undead that
was outside your base. Want to do the same again next turn? You can but returning the card to your hand before playing it again
has used up 2 out of 3 actions for your turn, so you'd better know what you plan to do next. You can use an action to draw a face
down card, but doing so will bring a dead along with it. Other cards can be played as one use only action cards, getting to
retrieve a card from the trash or revealing a face down card etc.

If all that sounds interesting, remember that is all happening at one base.
Single player could task you with looking after multiple bases at the same time, whilst multiplayer means humans are in charge
of other bases, who may or may not have your best interests at heart. Also, events can be triggered throughout the game to
drastically change the landscape of the playing field, throwing curveballs into your carefully laid plans.

Suffice to say it can get complicated, but it can be very rewarding when you suceed. Trial and error will inevitably play a part in
getting the hang of it, but once you do, you start noticing how combinations of cards complement each other and realising that
what at first seemed unfair can be countered.

I've completed the single player game mode 'City Escape' on all the difficulty levels now. Completing the hardest difficulty level
on my first attempt at it was genuinely tense and thrilling, something I'll be honest I wasn't expecting to get from a card game. A
new single player game mode 'Survival' has just been added to the game, so I'll look forward to playing through that as well.

A downside to the game is that it can be hard to find a match in the multiplayer online mode. I haven't so far - I've played the
game with real people locally, but not via the online. But if you've read this far into the review, you can literally help solve that
issue! So don't let that put you off, single player and local multiplayer are available.

So yeah, I would recommend. If you're into tactical card games surely it's a must buy. If you are not, well I would still
recommend it. It is something different and if you do get into it, then it is rewarding. Plus the fact that it's being sold at a very
reasonable price should mitigate the risk if you don't like it.. Awesome soundtrack HOWEVER it is missing the music from the
"Shadow Plague". Hopefully they will be adding it in sometime soon.. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). Great party
game (although you can play alone too), working fine on linux with controllers and\/or keyboard.

You can add as many as 15 bots to play against, selecting their difficulty. There is also an endless and a puzzle mode (where you
get pre-defined stages that you have to clear), everything can be played alone or with friends\/bots.

Don't expect animated battles but the girls are cute :). Nice gem of a game. Can tell it is still early access quality but so far I
have found it to be quite addictive. Not too hard, not too easy. As others have said the soundtrack is pretty good too.. America
Simulator 2K15!

An absolute must play game if you hate yourself and seek punishment!
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Redneck racing isn't a trend, it's a lifestyle!

Never more has a game inspired me to light myself on fire!. A solid tower defense game. Set in WWII, first as the Allies in the
first campaign, then as the Axis during the second campaign. This is a fixed path tower defense game, meaning the enemies will
always follow certain roads or channels and you have to place towers along those paths. The land and sea paths use the same
towers, with Anti-Air towers specifically for the specific areas that have air raids. The graphics are fine for an iPhone port. The
sound is forgettable explosions. The challenge is at about the right level. The early levels will be fairly simple to pass and not too
hard to perfect, while the later stages will challenge you to even survive them.
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